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49% of missed fractures between 4 – 7PM
(occupational fatigue)  and around 3AM

Missed fractures in the ID are not uncommon

Increasingly busy emergency departments 
Increasing flood of radiographs
Faster accessibility of health care data / results
Readouts frequently during night
Trainees commonly involved in initial reading

AI tool to improve fracture detection ?
AI tool to triage radiographs into those that need immediate attention ?

2012 – 2017, Nijmegen, teaching hospital
25.957 fractures, 289 missed



24 physicians varying background
(non radiologists and trainees)

480 radiographs

AI improved sens / spec

Sensitivity from 64,8% to 75,2% = 10,4% higher
Specificty from 90,6% tot 95,6% = 5% higher

Increase of 10,4% in sensitivity



“The interpretation of radiographs suffers from an 
ever-increasing workload in emergency and radiology 
departments while missed fractures represent up to 80% of 
diagnostic errors in the emergency department.”

600 patients
Radiologists and emergency physicians

Improved sensitivity in fracture detection of  8,7%



 

Used in az sint lucas since septembre 2021

Fusion radiology departments st jan – st lucas in since 2021.
Large investment of both hospitals in a new overall ONE PACS system.
Go live st jan – st lucas in Q1 2024.

A.I. fracture detection











A.I. Learning by feed back











False negative A.I.





In Conclusion:
AI adresses multiple pertinent issues:

1/ Increasing workload
2/ Occupational fatigue
3/ Helping trainees and ED physicians better detect fractures
4/ Triage of radiographs that need immediate attention
5/ Faster readouts

AI as stand alone?

We are still far from a “general” AI

1/ At this time numerous “one task only AI’s (fractures, bone-age, brain, breast).
2/ No diagnosis of other pertinent abnormalities (tumours, infectious, inflammatory).
3/ AI does not have a estimate of uncertainty (‘I do not know’) which can provide a false sense of certainty.



A.I. in our department

- Bone age (BoneXpert)
- Fracture detection (Rayvolve)
- Brain stroke (Aspects/perfusion/angio) (RAPID)
- Breast (ICAD) 
- Deep learning reconstruction on (DLR) techniques MR/CT
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